To make the process of paying subjects on studies more efficient, YCCI has deployed an
enterprise-wide Research Subject ePayment program with Bank of America.

Effective immediately, all subject payments are strongly encouraged to be made using the
Bank of America reloadable card system through OnCore. Implementing a single method of
study subject reimbursement will greatly increase the efficiency of financial management of
these payments and improve customer service for our study volunteers.

For new studies (pending IRB approval), the consent form must include explicit information
regarding what subject information will be shared with Bank of America, namely the subject’s
name, address, and telephone number.

For existing studies, the IRB will approve information being presented verbally to subjects and
not require signed consent unless the consent form specified a payment method such as cash
or check. In those cases, a revised consent form for new enrollees and an addendum for
current affected enrollees would be necessary. The IRB allowance for verbally informing
subjects of the new payment method is made with the express understanding that the source
document should include a note regarding the fact that payment was made to the subject and
indicate the form of payment. If the subject will be required to sign an acknowledgement of
receipt of payment, then that signed document should also be retained. In all cases, subjects
should be informed the BoA bank cards carry an expiration of 3 years and instruct them to read
the disclosure documents included with the card.

Note that the protocol application must be amended to reflect the use of the bank cards and
specified subject information, however this can be done whenever the protocol is resubmitted to
the IRB for another purpose – it doesn’t have to be immediate.

Please contact OnCore Support at oncore.support@yale.edu or 203-737-7039 for further
assistance and more information.

Studies that are a one-time visit such as a survey or a blood draw will have the option of
ordering anonymous, fixed amount pre-paid debit cards from Treasury Services. These
payments will not be managed through OnCore. For further information about anonymous
cards, please contact Agnes Siniscalchi at agnes.siniscalchi@yale.edu or 203-432-4474.
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Controller’s Newsletter February 24, 2015
Announcement:
To make the process of paying subjects on studies more efficient, YCCI has deployed an enterprise-wide Research Subject
ePayment program with Bank of America.
Effective immediately, all subject payments should be made using the Bank of America reloadable card system through OnCore.
Implementing a single method of study subject reimbursement will greatly increase the efficiency of financial management of these
payments and improve customer service for our study volunteers.
For new studies (pending IRB approval), the consent form must include explicit information regarding what subject information will be
shared with Bank of America, namely the subject’s name, address, and telephone number.
For existing studies, the IRB will approve information being presented verbally to subjects and not require signed consent unless the
consent form specified a payment method such as cash or check. In those cases, a revised consent form for new enrollees and an
addendum for current affected enrollees would be necessary. The IRB allowance for verbally informing subjects of the new payment
method is made with the express understanding that the source document should include a note regarding the fact that payment was
made to the subject and indicate the form of payment. If the subject will be required to sign an acknowledgement of receipt of
payment, then that signed document should also be retained. In all cases, subjects should be informed the BoA bank cards carry an
expiration of 3 years and instruct them to read the disclosure documents included with the card.
Note that the protocol application must be amended to reflect the use of the bank cards and specified subject information, however
this can be done whenever the protocol is resubmitted to the IRB for another purpose – it doesn’t have to be immediate.
Please contact OnCore Support at oncore.support@yale.edu or 203-737-7039 for further assistance and more information.
Studies that are a one-time visit such as a survey or a blood draw will have the option of ordering anonymous, fixed amount pre-paid
debit cards from Treasury Services. These payments will not be managed through OnCore. For further information about anonymous
cards, please contact Agnes Siniscalchi at agnes.siniscalchi@yale.edu or 203-432-4474.
This announcement has been posted on YaleBLU.
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Overview
Bank of America’s new card program enables faster, easier and more secure payments, while
giving recipients access to their funds at ATMs or any merchant that accepts Visa® debit
cards. The new functionality will allow us to initiate new card requests or reload funds to
existing cards.
The subject ePayments are based on ePayment procedures outlined in the Study
Specifications (Calendar) and allow for automatically generating subject payments when
designated visits are checked in (marked as Occurred).
Timing of reimbursement is dependent on the coordinator’s timely management of subjects in
OnCore, the University Clinical Trials Management System.
Departments will be involved in approving visit reimbursement amounts:
Study teams will be required to approve the initial and any changes to the ePayment set up
for their study. YCCI will enter the required information to set up ePayment for each study and
Treasury will be reviewing the funding (daily notification/report).
A report will be created for each department to review and monitor subject ePayments.
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Implementation
Study Subject Travel Cost Reimbursement:
Study reimbursement for air travel, mileage, room & board (overnight hotel stays, food) will
not go through OnCore.
Departments will need to continue their current reimbursement process.
Departments may use the New Haven per diem rates for food expenses and can pay with a
Pcard directly for hotel accommodations.
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Taxes
Effective immediately, all Non-US citizens and Yale (University) employees need to be
identified as such, to insure that taxes are reported properly on all trials that use ePayments.
Please use the Additional Subject Identifiers > Identifier Type listed on the
Subject Console > Demographics page

To meet tax reporting requirements, a bi-annual report of all study subject ePayments (including
Yale employees) will be sent out to Yale Shared Services (YSS) - Accounts Payable & Vendor
Compliance. Non-US citizens and other individuals without a valid US address will be issued gift
cards from the departments instead of the reloadable ePayment cards.
Permanent residents Green Card holders, are treated like US citizens from a tax point of view.
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Workflow
The ePayments workflow consists of the following steps:
Ø ePayment procedures will be added to OnCore Calendar (done by YCCI Staff)
Ø Study staff will review the OnCore calendar to verify that ePayments have been set up correctly
Ø After patients have come in for their visits, study staff will mark the visit as occurred in OnCore.
For a visit which has multiple payment amounts based on the procedures occurring at the visit
study staff will need to select the ePayment amount for each procedure.
Ø Eligible ePayment requests will be approved and submitted daily (done by YCCI staff).
Ø An automated response file with acknowledgements of successful processing and/or errors will
be sent back from Bank of America to OnCore.
Ø Failed payments will be reviewed and cleared centrally (done by YCCI Staff).
Ø Study Subject will receive a card by mail to activate and use.
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Workflow
The following three authentication keys are needed when activating the card or seeking
customer service:
• 16 digits card number
• Expiration date
• Last 4 digits of the patient phone number. If the patient phone number is not available in
OnCore, the file will include ‘9999’, and the patient will be notified to use that number as
their 3rd authentication key.
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Information for Study Participants
For your participation in this study you will receive payment(s) via a Bank of America pre-paid debit card.
Please note that your name, address, and telephone number will be shared with Bank of America
for ePayments. After your first payment milestone you will receive a card in the mail which you will need
to activate over the phone, any subsequent milestones payments will automatically add additional funds to
your card.
Activation:
To activate your card over the phone, if you are calling from the number registered to the card, you will be
prompted to enter the card number and the CVV2 (security code on the back of the card).
If you are calling from a different number, you will have to enter the card number and the last 4 digits of the
phone number registered to the card. If there was no phone number registered to the card then then the
phone number will be set up as 999-999-9999.
If you are unsure of what phone number was registered please contact your study coordinator.
If you activate via the website, you will be asked for the card number and the last 4 digits of the phone
number. You will be prompted to set a pin number after successfully activating card with either method.
Card expiration defaults to 3 years with an automatic renewal option, and funds from multiple studies can
be loaded onto the same card. No statements will be provided.
Cash withdrawal limits - Daily Max: $5,000/ $10,000 in 7 days
Card load per day limits - Min: $0 / Max: $2000
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FAQ
What happens if the card is mailed to the wrong address?
The Bank of America Prepaid Reporting Tool (PRT) will allow YCCI to support financial
reconciliation and client management and other key prepaid program account activities.
If a subject is unsuccessful in activating their card, how many attempts can they make? 3
times and then routed to customer service. Visa will refer the patient back to the sponsor.
YCCI will assist.
What happens if the card is lost or stolen?
Cardholder must contact BoA
When a cardholder changes name, address or phone number, who will notify BoA?
Cardholder must contact BoA and inform them of any name or address changes.
Please contact OnCore Support at oncore.support@yale.edu for further assistance!
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OnCore ePayments Work Instruction
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OnCore Login
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Financials Console
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Financials Console > Subject Related
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Subject Related > Event Schedule
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Protocol Calendar
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Validate subject’s address & phone number
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Add Additional Subject Identifiers

•
•

All Non-US citizens and Yale (University) employees need to be identified as such, to insure that taxes are reported
properly on all trials that use ePayments.
Permanent residents Green Card holders, are treated like US citizens from a tax point of view.
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Mark a visit as Occurred
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Need to add Additional ePayment to a
scheduled visit or unscheduled visit?
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Visits where the ePayment amount varies
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ePayment requests will be approved and
submitted by YCCI staff
(ePayment Unknown Amount)
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Failed ePayment requests will be
managed by YCCI staff
(ePayment Unknown Amount)
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ePayment Reports
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Thank you

If you have any questions please
contact OnCore.Support@yale.edu
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